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0. Introduction 
A well-known result of J. Harrison [9] implies that any countable ~,'i set of tea].~ 
consists entire~y of hyperarithmetic reals, We prove a gcr, eralizatio~, of this re.~flt, 
Theorem 1.5 below (our Main Lemma) which roughly says that for a gve~~ 
countable admissible set A, if T is a Z-definable theory in LA containing ~:, if t~e 
axiom of exte~sionality is in T, if for all .A/~T, the interpret~tion of the fixed 
constant c, c ~',,i)elongs to the standard part of A/, and finally, if the se~ of all a cA HC 
which appear as c * for some 'normal' A~ I-,T (.~/ normal meaning that e ~a on ~be 
standard part of ,A/ is identical to the real e) is 'small ', e.g., of power < 2"~,, ther, 
each c ~ for 'normal'.A/~,-T belongs to A. The proof relies on a refinement of 
Harrison's theorem which we derive from an improvement given by J. Bar wise of ~ 
definability result of ours. 
Also in Section 1, we apply the Main Lemma to give a proof of the 
Mansfield-Jensen theorem on ~,-subsets of HC without perfect stJb;~ets. 
In Sectior~ 2, we give some preliminaries on canonical Scott sentep.~es, }tere we 
prove the aFparently new result that the notion "~b is in A and ,¢, is the c~nonic~fl 
Scott sentence of some structure" is A on any admissible A C HC cor~t~fini~g o~, in 
fact, uniformly. 
In Section 3, we apply the main lemma to obtaiv results concerning the c~nonical 
Scott sentences of models in a PC~,,o, class contair~ing 'few' countable models. Our 
main result here, Theorem 3.29, is a more precise version of Morley's theorem cw 
the number of countable models. 
In Section 4 we combine a result of Section 3 with recent work of J.-P, Ressayre~ 
One of our results here, Corollary 4,8, says tha~t if 4~ is a sentence of i .......... cal,~goric~Ji 
in N,, then the model of power I~ of 4' is ~, co-equivalent toa cotmtab[e model  
The first stage of the work presented here was announced in [14]. This included ~ 
proof of Mansfield's theorem on perfect subsets of ~£-subset~ of HC (cf, 1.6 below) 
and a proof of Nadel's theorem on canonical Scott sentences (ef. 3A4 below). At lhe: 
time we thought hat we had the only forcing free proof of Mansfield's theorem. 
However, atthat time we had not had the Main Lemma 1,4 (or t ,5) i~ full s!rength:~ 
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only for admissible sets satisfying a stronger separation axiom~ Then we received 
the preprints [22], [23] and [18], the last giving a forcing free proof of Mansfield's 
theorem, and the communication of Profess;or Sacks' announcing his theorem, 3.3 
below. The latter information prompted us to realize that our earlier proof with a 
slight change in fact established 1.4 and 3.8 and 3,10 in their full strength, giving 
Sacks' theorem as a corollary. We.announced these findings in [15]. 
Some time after this we learned that Professor Sacks had a version of our result 
on canonical Scott sentences, 3.10 (and 3.20) although with a different notion of 
Scott sentence. This and other results of Sacks' will appear in [25]. 
It will be apparent to the reader that our work was deeply influenced by Mark 
Nadel's work [21--23], 
Finally, we would like to express our thanks to Victor Harnik for many 
stimulating conversations, sometimes under adverse circumstances, concerning the 
material cff the present paper. 
1. The Main Lemma 
We are going to state a purely modeltheoretic theorem on defin~bility, Theorem 
1.1. below, whkh is in fac~ an infinitary generalization of the definal-,ility theorem of 
[3] and [12]. Theorem 1A, or rather, its Corollary 1,2, will be the main tool in the 
proof of our Main Lemma (1.4, 1.5). For the case L' = L. Theorem 1.1 was given in 
[13] as Theorem 1. Subsequently, J. Barwise has noticed the present more general 
version which is the useful form,dation for applications. (For a very detailed 
presentation of Theorem 1.1, see Theorem 4.6 in Chapter IV of [2]). Actually, the 
present version is even slightly more general than Theorem IV.4.6 ia [2] by having a 
X-definable theory instead of a single sentence of LA, but the proof of it requhes no 
essential change with respect o that ~a [2], which in turn requires no essential 
change with respect to the proof sketched in [13], (Also, in a r~t.her roundabout way 
using the quantifier "there are uncountably many", the version wl h a X-definable 
theory can be deduced from the version with a single :entence.) 
First, some ~erminology. A ~v] sentence oter  L~,,~, or .~tmply, a 2~ sentence, is one 
of the form ~]R$ with $ ELL,, with some langaage L 'D  L. /~ denotes the 
difference-set L ' - L .  Accordingly, an L-structure d/ satisfies 3/~¢k iff it has /in 
L'-expar~ion satisfyii~g d'- The notion of a II~ sent,.mce VR$ has an obvious dual 
meaning. 
We will distinguish between ~o and X-definability on an admissible A in the 
usual way, the first meaning definability by a ,.V-formula of set-theory without 
parameter, the second meaning the same but using parameters in A. Similarly for H 
and A. 
All languages, in this paper are countable. 
For Theorem I. 1 to be stated next, and for the most part of the paper, A denotes 
a countable admissible set, L C L' are languages ( ets of non-logical symbols), both 
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L and L' are a-definable subsets of A. Furthermore, P :s a further predicate 
symbol, P ~ L' and v is a theory in the language L~(P). Vve will be interested in 
models (,l~, P) of tl~,; ~ ~ sentence 3/~ A S, with iq = 12-.~ L. 
For a givea L-smtcture ,:t~, and any sentence ~:~, we denote by P(Jt, o') or more 
simply by P(dl)  the s¢~ of all predicates P on id.l I, the ,mderlying set of .,¢t, such 
tb.at (dt, P)l = (r. We consider ":"2, the set of all n-ar;, predicates on lag[, ~ 
topological space with the usual product topology. When below we speak of a 
perfect subset of P(AQ, we mean a non-empty subset of P(AI) which is closed in the 
space "~"~2 and has no isolated points. 
The theorem is formulated as follows: 
Throrem 1.1, Let Z be a theory as before and m;sume that Z is ~-definable on A. Let 
cr :~ 3R A x, ~, The~ the following three conditions are equivalent. 
(i) For~.,:t;ery ceun:able L-structure tit. P(JL tr) is countable (i.e., of power ~ ~lo). 
(ii) For every .ff as in (i), P(Jf, tr) does no¢ contain a perfect ~subset. 
(iii) There is an A -finite set {qS~ (x, a, . . . . .  u,,,, ): i @ I} ~f L.~-fmmulas such that 
~, ,  V ? ,~, ,.a,,, Vx[ i ' x , - , cMx. ,  . . . . . .  u,,,)]. 
lczt 
Remark. There are generalizations of Theorem 1.1 and many of the results below 
in which "relativized" versions of the notions of admissibility and l£-definability 
come in. For example, Theorems 1.1, 1A, e,t.c., hold in the version where A is 
assumed to be admissible in some predicates R~ . . . . .  R~ on A and 2; (resp., T, is 
assumed to be W,-definable on A relative to R~ . . . .  , R,,. There is no new feature in 
the proofs of these generalizations. Although we have not found applications for 
such generalizations, they may very well turn out to be useful as suggested e.g. by 
G. Sacks' work (to appear in [25]) using such 'higher' admissibilities for model- 
theoretical purposes. 
We will use the following terminology. Let C be an element of A. We call a set X 
of subsets of C (or of binary relations, e.t.c., on C) ~ relative to A, or simply ~I if 
A is implicit by the context, if X is of the form P(dt, or) for some tr = ::1/~ A X with 
Z' a theory l~-definable on A, and for some model ./A such that !.,ffl = C and the 
(ordinary) diagram of ~ff. diag(Jt), is a A-subset of A (if the language of cr is 
A-finite, .,g is A-finite too). 
For the purposes of the present paper, the following corollary of Theorem I.t 
will be sufficient. 
Corollary 1.2. Let C E A,  A be countable admissible and let X be a set of subsets of 
C which is ~ relative to A. Suppose that X does not contain a perfect subset. Then 
X C A, in fact X is a subset of an A-finite set. 
Prtmf. Take 3t~ [ A diagd~ ^ Vx V {x =--a: a Et~gI}^ A S] where ~g and ~v are 
given by the definition of "2"I", as a new ~vl sentence 31ffq6 over the language 
4 hi. ~takkai 
L., = L U {a: a ~ t.4/l}. (Here diag ..~ i,,; the usual diagram of ~¢/utilizing constants 
a denoting a E [.It t.) Theorem 1.1. applied to ::i/~4, gives Corollary 1.2. 
Corollary 1.2 generalizes the followir~g ~ell-known r~sult due to J, l-~arrison [9], 
cf. also [17]: 
(*) Let X be a set of reals, let X be ~I  in the usual se~:sc in the fixed real a. If X 
does not contain a perfect subset, then each element o'~ X is ;~yperarithraefie in a. 
(*) in turn is a more precise version of the classical theorem of desc:iptive set 
theory saying that an uncounlable analytic set eont~fins a perfect subset. 
Using forcing and the Barwise ~-compacmess theorem, one can derive CorollaD' 
1.2 fi'om (*). This fact sheds light on the use of forcing in earliel proofs of 
Mansfield's theorem on V,-subsets of HC (we note that Mansfield gives a forcing- 
free proof of his theorem in [18]. 
Definition 1.3.. Let A be a set, possibly containing some urelement.s, Let X be a 
class of sets, (or, in case A has a subset U of urelements, let X be a subclass of Vt~ 
(cf. [2])). We call X A-scattered if for any B E A, ~(B)  O TC(X) does not contain a 
perfect subse: (perfect is understood relative to the ordina D product topology on 
k'2; ~(B)  i's the power set of B, TC(X) is the transitive closure of X),  X i'.; scattered 
if it is HC.scattered (HC is the set of hereditarily countable sets). 
Remark. If IX [< 2"°, then X is obviously scattered. 
We notethat  for any extensional structure ,¢/= ( I .~l ,  E'~', . . . .  ) Le. one that 
satisfies ext, the axiom of extensionality, the standard part of .~/t, WF(.,/¢), can be 
defined as the smallest set X C t-RI such that if x E ld/! and {y: y ~..a~x } C X then 
x~X,  and (WF(./~),~  ~WF(dQ) will be isomorphic to (w,~_ } 'w) fo r  some 
transitive set w. Also, WF(~¢/) can be defined as the set of x E iM i such that there is 
no ~'~-descending sequences x =xo~axt~"x , .~  "~. . . .  An extensional .ff is 
called normal if for x, y ~_ WF(~t¢), x E'ay ¢:~ x ~ y. Every extensional structure is 
isomorphic to a normal one. 
Again, let A be a fixed countable admissible set, to E A (inctead of to G_ A, we 
could require that A is an admissible set with urelements (cf. [2]), and that the set 
of urelements i infinite and it belongs to A )~ Let T be a theory in a language LA 
containing ~ and the constant c; let L be A-definable on A, T X-definable on A. 
,:~ssume that KP C T (KP is the Kripke-Platek axiom system, ef. e.g. [2]) and that 
every model of T is an end extension of (A, E | A). 
Theorem l,r '~ (Main Lemma, first version). In addition tothe above, conditions on T, 
assume that 
(i) ]'or every vg ~ T, c "~ E WF(.,//), 
and 
(ii) the set tr(T)=d~{e "~:.1~ is a normal model of T} is A-scattered. 
Ther, tr(T) is a subset of an A-finite set. 
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Proof, For each a ~ A, let a be a distinct new ir~dividual constant and let diag(A) 
to be usual infinitary diagram of (A, ~ [A)  whose normal model,. J t  are exactly the 
endextensions of (A, ~ [A)  with a*= a. We can assume that d iag(A)CT  by 
passing to T U diag(A) if necessary. 
First we claim that under the hypotheses cf the theorem, there is c~ < 9(A)  
(~ smallest ordinal aot: in A)st~ch that r (x )< c~ for each x E tr(T). (r(x)is the 
set-theoretic rank of x ). Assume this is. false and consider the theory T' defined as 
T U{"r (c )> ,~": ,~ < c~(a)} 
T' is A-finitely consistent by assumption, hence by the Barwise compactness 
theorem it has a model. Recall the theorem of H. Friedman [5] according tc. which 
"17' has a model d~ such that the set of standard ordinals in At is precisely o(A). 
Consider such an ~g, Clearly, c "~ WF(.,g), a contradiction to (i). The claim is 
shown. 
Next we skow that ~ve can assume that tr(T) is transitive. Given T, we pass to T~ 
defined by 
"r~ = T to {"d ~ {c} t.~ TC(c)"}, 
Then t r (T0=, ,{d* ' :d l ' t=T~,  J r ' is normal} coincides with TC(tr(T)), clearly 
establishing the claim. 
Now assume, in additkm, that trfr) is transitive. For arbitrary ordinals a, define 
X~, =dt{a E tr(T): r(a)~ o~}, 
We show by induction on a that for each a < o(A), (*) X~ is a subset of an 
A-finite set. 
For a = 0, and in the ease there are ureiements, (*) follows from the assumption 
that the urelements form an A -finite set. Assume 0 < a < o(A ) and that (*) is true 
for ~ < m 
First we show that X[,=a~l,.Jo,~,,,¥o is a subset of some A-finite set w. We can 
express the induction hypothesis as follows: 
(A, ~ [A )1= V/3 < a 3x "TU{"r(c)~ ~8"}~= c ~ x". 
The predicate between the outer . . . .  is a V-predicate of x and/3 (by the Barwise 
completeness-compactness theorem), hence we can apply X-collection on A to get 
a transitive w E A such that 
(A, ~ [A) t=V~ < a ]x  C w "T U {"r(c) <~ g"}~ c ~ x".  
This implies that X~ C w as claimed. 
By applying ,A-separation, we can further assume that every element of w is of 
rank <~ c~. 
Next notice that X~, = {x C X:,: there is a normal model .a of T such that 
x -- e*} ={x C w: there is a norma! ~ i = T such that x = c*}. We want to conclude 
that X~ is a v [  subset of w (in the sense made precise before Corollmy 1.2 in 
Section 1), but first we need to eliminate the word 'normal'.  
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We have: 
x E X, ¢~ x C w and there is ~ I~T, .,¢[ = (tM!,E.",c ~*, "~ a . . . .  ),,e,~ such 
that for every a E w, a ~x  iff a "E ' *¢  '". 
Notice that w can be chosen infinite, hence ..g l can be assumed to be a subset of 
w, Thus, X~, is of the form P(@,  ~t/~ A TO where ® =i(w, ~rw)and T~ is some 
appropriate translation of the fight-hand side of the last equivalence, with P 
denoting x. In other words, X, is a ~I subset of w relative to A. Hence, we can 
apply hypothesis (ii) of the Theorem and Corollas, 1.2 to conclude that X~, is a 
subset of an A-finite set, completing the inductiw: proof of (*). 
We have already noted that t r (T )C ,~ for some a<o(A) .  The proof is 
complete. 
The following is a slight generalization of 1.4, obtained by re,.axing the conditions 
on T a bit. 
Theorem 1,5 (Main Lemma, second version). Assume that T is a ~-definable 
theory in L~, L contains ~ anttc as before. Assume that oct belongs to T. Then, if (i) 
and (ii) of 1.4 are true, tLen the same concMsion holds as in 1.4. 
ProoI. We will reduce 1.5 to 1.4. Introduce the new unary predicates M and W (to 
denote the universe of a model of T and its standard part, resp.), .'he binary' 
predicate E (to replace ~.~ in T but also we use E as a formal predicate as indicated 
below). The axioms of a new theory T' are as follows: 
KP 
" diag(A) 
~b ~'~'~ for ¢ ET  
where ~b °'r'm denotes the sentence obtained from ~ by relativizing all quantifiers to 
M and replacing E by E, (we assume that the language of T did not contain 
operation symbols or individual constantz other than c) 
"W is an E-transitive subclass of M",  
"W is ~-transitive", 
"E  and E coincide on W", 
W(c). 
Using assumption (i) on T, we c~n see that assumption (i) holds for T' too and 
that tr(T') = tr(T). When checking tr(T) C tr(T'), we take the normal d~ ~ T, turn E ~' 
into E, define W as WF(.$t), extend tlg tJ A to some admis.~ible set A'  which will be 
the universe of the new model .g '  of T', and finally project 1.¢/, ]onto some M C A '  
with keeping the projection the identity on W. If the structure thus obtained, 
suitable for the language of T', is .t~', ~hen clearly, c ~''= c a' and ,~'~, TL 
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It is obvious that T' satisfies lhe more restrictive conditions of 2.3. Q.E.D, 
Let ~o~ denote the real firs: uncouniable ordinal (as opposed to wf, the first 
constructively uncou~table one) and let ,2::,.[bl be ~'he class of sets constructible 
from b below ~o~, Clearly. for b ~ HC, ,Z,,,[b] C HC. The proof of the next theorem 
given below was obtained independently of the recent [18] and knowing cnly a 
proof using forcing. The present proof is perhaps of interest even having the proof 
of the first part of 1.C in [18]. 
Theorem 1.6. Suppose that X is a ~-definable subset of HC from the parameter b
and that ~t is .~.,~[b]-scattered. Then X C oL~?~,[b] (Mansfield [18]) and in fact, X is a 
• -dzlinable st~bset of ,~,,,[b] (R. Jensen), 
ProoL Fhere is a V.formula ,b (x) of set-theory using the parameter b such that for 
any a E HC, 
a e X ~ (HC, e I 1tC),,~ #,[a]. 
By the downward LSwenheim-Skolem theorem and by the fact that 4~ is Y.. 
a E X ¢:~ there is a standard transitive 
~3= (w. ~[w)  soch that 
b ~ w, a ~ w and ®~ ~b[a]. 
In case d i= (Idt I, ~'" . . . .  ) satisfies KP, .tt has only standard ordinals and ~t is 
normal then .:l~ is obviously a transitive E-model. For any a < o~, define 
a ~ X'~, ¢~ there is a normal model .fg = (I.tt I ,~ "~, c )o f  the following: 
KP, 
"(ord(J¢), E "~ T ord(d/)) is similar to {a, ~ I a)'" 
6(c )  
such that a = c "~. 
Then we have X = i,.j ....... X.. 
Fix a < to~. By assumption X. is A-scattered for A the smallest admissible set 
such that a ~ A and b E A, since A C ~,~,[b], Clearly, X,. is of the form tr(T) for 
the theory T displayed in the definition of X,~, Also. T satisfies the requirements of
1.5. "I3.aus, X'~ C A, hence X = I..J . . . .  X,, c .~,[b]. 
To prove the second part of the theorem, recall the following result of Vaught 
[26]. Given any ~[ sentence ~/~b over L~,~, there is a sequence of sentences 8~ in 
L .... (8~:/3 < to~), such that ~. in fact is a set-primitive recursive function of 3/~,;b 
and /3. and for any L-structure .~ and any admissible set A with .~t U A and 
::1/~0 ~7-A, we have that 
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For any a ~ HC, denote the structure (w, E ~ w) for w = {a} U TC(a) by ®. a is 
the unique ~-maximal element of @, 
Returning to the definition of X., we clearly have a S] sentence 3/~cb,, over the 
language {~_ } such that for any a E HC, 
(for simplicity, we neglect finite a), M,:.reover, ~., is clearly a set-primitive recursive 
f..mction of a and b, the parameter in the defining formula ~(x). 
Next we form the Vaught approximations 8,,~ to each ~titi~,, for all/3 < ~o~. ,~,,,~, 
is a set-primitive recursive function of b, a, and/3. On the basis of Vaught's ~heorem 
and the fact that X C Se,~[b] we now have: 
a ~x  ~ (~o,[b], ~ f~o,[b])~ 
~A [A is admissible & b ~ A & a ~ A 
(3,~ < o(a))[(Vt3 < o(A)®~ a.~.,]] 
which shows :?,~e second assertion of the theorem. Q.E.D, 
Remark° Instead of appl~ ing 1,5, one can directly apply Corollary 1.2 to prove 1~6, 
in which case one gives a similar but cruder inductive argument than the one for 1.5. 
2. Freliminacies on canonical Scott sentences and their approximations 
In the next section, we will give some applications of Section 1 to canonical Scott 
sentences. Here we review definitions and some elementary properties. 2.15 and 
the explicit definition and use of certai~ formal notions are perhaps new. 
Before we describe the actual construction of CSS(dt), the canonical Scott 
sentence of ~tt, we uote that for every structure .4~, CSS(AO is a sentence of L,,, (L i~ 
the language of Jft ~, 
N ,~ CSS(M) iff N ~,o d~ 
and also, CSS(N)= CSS(dg) iff N~oM.  References [21] and [22] contain a 
detailed study of :anonieal Scott sentences. The name "canonical Scott sentence" 
also comes from [21], The construction itself is due to C,ang [4]; it is also given in 
[I0]. A furdamental result on canonical Scott sentences i Mark Nadel's theorem 
[22], stated ~s Corollary' 3.14 below of which we will give two new proofs. 
Fix a structure M c~f the language L. For a sequence a = (at,  . . . .  a,) of elements 
of IM I (which may be the empty sequence) and for an arbitrary ordinal c~, we define 
the formula 
4~:(x . . . . . .  x,) 
by induction on t, as follows. 
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where diag. is d~fined as the set 
{O(x~ . . . . .  x,,): M ~ 0(a~ . . . . .  ao), 0 is an 
atomic or negated atomic formula of L}. 
0:  ~' =,~, A ,,,:~,,~ x,,, ~ 62, , (x . . . . . .  x,,, x,,, ,) A 
Vx ..... V ......... 4,::.~,(x . . . . . .  x,,, x,,~,), 
and for A a limit ordinal, 
We will call &~ tile canonical  ~-type o] a(hz d,[). For fixed ~ and ~,  the &~ 
collectively for all the a in l-4f I are called tile canonical o~-types in ~ff-, and with a 
fixed length n of a, the canonical c~, n-types in .,ft. If we want to indicate .#[ in the 
notation of canonical types, we write (4~)". 
Tile following lemma is due to Chang [4], cf, also the proof of Theorem 6 in [1]. 
Lemma 2.1. The canonical  ~-types have quantifier rank a and tlu, y are complete 
widz respect to [ ..... f imnutas  of  quantifier rank ~ t~, i.e. 
N ~= O~[b . . . . . .  b,,] ¢:~ (N. b . . . . . .  b.) ~=~ (A;f. a . . . . . .  a.), 
(Here ~--o., signifies elementary equivalence with respect to L=~, formulas of 
quantifier ank ~ ~). 
Consider the smallest ordinal a such that 
6g ^ A ..... A ........... ~..~ V x~ . , . x.[O:: ........ ---, 6 ~,+.! .o.1 
is true in 31. (For cardinality reasons, such an ~ must exist.) The displayed ser, tence 
with this smallest a is what is called the canonical Scott sentence of .,t[ ; it is denoted 
by CSS(...ff). a is called the Scm': height of ..g. 
If .ff is a countable structure, then CSS(M.) is an L~,,~ sentence (uncountable 
smlctures and formulas will occur in the pape~ only passingb" ). 
The notion to be introduced vext, that of formal  canonical  types (f.c. types) 
(¢~-types, a, n-types), is intenc, ed to capture as much as possible of the notion 
proper purely syntactically. Th~s notion is relative to a fixed language L. 
Definition 2.2. The notion "0(z'~ . . . . .  x,,) is a f.c~ a, t.,-type" is defined by induction 
as follows. 
4~(x~ . . . . .  x.), is a f.c. 0, nqype if it is a conjunction A O such that each element 
of O is an atomic or negated atomic formula of L with the (free) v~riables x~ . . . .  , x° 
at most and such that for evecv atomic formula of L wkh the x, . . . . .  x,~ a~ most, 
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exactly one of 0 and ~ O belongs to O. (This means that @ ~s a "diagram . . . .  of 
4)(x) (x = x, . . . . .  x.) is a f,c. ~ + 1, n-type itl for some set • of f.c. ~), n + l-types, 
4) is the formula ~b.. where 4~.. is defined as 
A{3x.~,4) :  6 ~,I>)AYx.~, v O, 
~b(x) is a f,c. A, n-type, for A a limit ordinal, if O is 
A{4)~ :or < ;~} 
for some ~b, (a < A,', such that each (b~ is a f.c. c~, n-type, 
Notice that each f.c. e~, n-type is a formula of L ...... it has precisely the free 
variables x , , . , . ,  x., ~nd it has quautifier ank or. Also, it is clear that every canonical 
a, n-type is a f.c. a, n-type. 
We denote by FC, FC., FC,,.. the class of all f.c. types, f,c. a-types, f,c. a, n-types 
respectively. An >,pper index A like in FC '~ designates that we consider FC f~ A, 
e.t.c. 
The next Lemma shows that the cano~ical types are exactly the consistent f,c. 
types. 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that ~b is a ]'.c. a,n-type and dt~=d~[a . . . . . .  a.], Then ~ is 
identical to 4'~, the canonical type of (a; . . . . .  a.) in .,¢~. 
The pre~f is an ea.'~y induction. The cases e, = 0 and a = A limit are trivial, 
Suppose q~ C FC . . . .  , ~.nd d( ~ (b.[a]. Then by the first conjunct in (b4,, for every 
~b(x, x.+)) in ,¢' there is a.+~ ~ !.{t I such that .~ I= ~[a, a,.+~], hence by the induction 
hypothesis, {:very d) E q~ is identical to (b~, ..... for some a..~ E !.g ], i.e. 
• c {~,:. . . .  : a . . ,  e [.,f~ I}. 
The opposite inclusion is shown using the second conjunct in ~b~,. The equality of 
the two sets means that ~b,~ = ~+' ,  q.e.d. 
On the basis of the i,lductive definition of f.c. types, the next lemma is obvious. 
Lemma 2.4~ FC i,~ set-primitive recursive, hence FC "~ is >A -definable on an admissi- 
ble A, in fact, u~)iformty. Also, for 4) E FC the unique a and n such that (b ~ FC,.,. 
are set-primitive recursive .functions of <b. 
In order to be able to relate two notions of scatterdness below, we i~roduce a
"logic-free" rudimentary version of canonical types. Let us define ~ (or more 
precisely, (~:)") for a = {a, . . . . .  a.),  a, ~ l,ff i. ,~ a fixed structure, as follows: 
.~ =., diag{(x . . . . . .  x.). 
~ =n~{#~: a < A} for limit a. 
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Put 
and 
C(t '()=~,,{(~:)" : ,a  ~ K, n ~ ,o, a ~ °i,~,~ I} 
for a class K of structures. 
It is clear that ~: contains all information ~] does. In fact, we clearly have 
Lemma 2.5, There are set-primith,,e recursive ftmctions f vnd .f-~ such that ~b~ = 
f(~:) and ~ ~= f~(qS~). 
Let K be any class of structures of the language L, let LB be a countable 
fragment of L ......... and let n be an arbitrary natural number. By S,(K), more 
precisely, S~;,(K), we denote the set of all complete n-types over L~, ~:ealized in 
some model in K. In other words, t is an element of S,,(K) if t is a set of ¢~,rmulas in 
L,, with the free variables x~ . . . . .  x,, al most and there is df E K and a~,. . , ,  a,, 
!,ll I such that for tb(x . . . . . .  x,) ~/L~,. cb(x~ . . . . .  x,) E t i f f  ,,¢l t = ~5[a . . . . . .  a,]. 
Definition 2.6. Let A be any se~, K any class of structures of L. K is called 
A-scattered if for all countable h'agments L,  ~ A and for all n < w, S~,~(K) has 
power < 2 ~, 
K is scattered (Morley [20]) if it is HC-scattered. 
The following is quite eleme~ltary. 
Lemma 2.7. Let A be admissible. If K is A-scattered, then ~(K) is A-scattered it; 
the sense of 1.1. 
Proof, We show that for any b ~ A and any o¢ 
has power < 2 '~,'. We leave the cases a = 0 and o~ a limit ordinal to the reacher an3 
we handle the case c, := a + 1. We use the primitive recursive set function f relating 
the (,~)"~ and (~b~) *~, and we put ~, =,~,f*(b)N FC;~. Clearly, B E A. 
For any 
Z ~ ~(b)  n .~ ..... (K), .~ = (.Z:+'y ", 
define 
.~ = {~x.., rl(x. x.+,): 7/@ f*(.~)} 
u{~x ..... n(x,x,,,,): n e.s-f*(~)}. 
S~tce all elements of B are f.c. a, n + 1-types, by 2,3 we have that for r/@/3, there 
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is a.+, E l o~l such that d~ = n [a. a.+t] iff '0 ~ [ ' (~).  ]'his means that every clement 
of ~ is true for (M, a), hence that .~ generates an element of S~..(K) for an 
appropriate fragment LR, ~ A. Since for different ~ ~ ~""'(K'), the .~ are obviously 
contradictory, we have that I ~(b) f) ~"*~(K)! ~ [S~"(K) i < 2"", showing our claim, 
Next notice that 
TC(#(K)) = U ,~"(K) U TC(,~"(K)) 
and also, for b E A, 
~(~) n Tc(e(K))= (~(b)n ,,p~, r(~)) 
U (~(b)  n TC( U ~°(h'))). 
By what was shown above, and cf(2",,) > 1~0, the first part of the union is of power 
< 2 ~°. Clearly, '£C( O ~°(K)) is a subset of A. Thus indeed, ~P(b) N TC(¢(K)) is of 
power < 2 ",~. QE .D .  
Remark 1° If K is a PC ..... class (and hence, has the downward 
Lowenheim-Skolem property) and has < 2 "~ isomorphism tyl: ~ of countable 
models, then both K and ~(K) are obviously scattered, so in this case 2.7 is of no 
importance. We happen to have an application, however, where we have to use the 
scatteredness notion of 2.6 in an essential way, viz. Theorem 4.7. 
Next we introduce the no~:ion of formal canonical Scott sentence (~c.S.s.). 
Definition 2.8. A sentende & of L,~ is a f.c.S.s, of L if it is of the form 
6°A A A Vx~. . .x . (6 ,~, , )  
and there is an ordinal a (called the rank of ~b) such that 
(i) for i ~ L,, 4~ is a f.c. or, n-type, ~l~ =,t~ b., is a f.c, a + 1, n-type (for the 
notation 4~.,, see the definition of f.c. types) and 
(ii) for each n, 
U O, ~= {&, : i @ I.~,} 
i~t, ,  
and 
(6 °} = {,~, : i E Z,}. 
Let us denote by CSS~ (all) the sentence displayed at the definition of CSS(M) 
but for an arbitrary ordinal . .  (Thus CSS(~a) is CSS. (M) for the smallest a such 
that M ~ CSS. (dO.) Then clearly, CSS.(M) is a f.c,S.s. Notice that by Chang's 
proof of the Scott isomorphism theorem we have 
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Lemma 2.9. For any all. and any ordina! ~, N ~ CSS,, (d 0 implies N =-~,~d~. 
We have the following analogue of 2.3: 
Lemma 2,10. Suppose that ~5 is a f,c;S,s, ¢eith rank c~ and that M. ,-- ¢b. Then 
~ = CSS,, (.4t), 
Proof. By 2.3, we have q~o =: th[I = <b~(i U I~,). Also, for every i ~ io, ~ ~ the, hence 
again by 2.3, qr, = 4,~ +~ for each i ~ Io. By induction on n, we show that, in general, 
1(6~, ¢,,): i e L} = {(6: ,  6:~') :  a ~-  [ .a I}- 
Suppose that this is true for n, It follows that 
U ¢,~={6: ;  ............. :a  . . . . . .  a .... ~t-,¢~t}, 
hence by the first equality in Z8 (ii) 
I4,, : i ~ t .~} = {6~ ............. : a . . . . . .  a .... E l~a l}- 
Pick an i ~ L,~; tb~ = ~b~ for some a E ..... !,al. Since clearly ~4t ~ 6:[a] ,  by d~ ~ th 
we have that .,~;tt b~ 6~[a]. By 2.3 and 2.8, this implies that q~, = th2÷L This, together 
w~th the last displayed equality, shows the claimed equality for n + 1. 
This completes the proof of 2.10. 
The following is obvious. 
Lemma 2.11. The predicate "(tk ~ A and) ~b is a formal canonical Scott sentence" 
is A on any admissible A (in [acz, uniformly). Also, the rank of a f.c.S.s, q5 is a 
set.primitive recursive function of ~b. 
For the purposes of 2.15 below, we introduce one more simple tool. 
Definition 2.12. Given the langaage L, xve define by induction on the ordinal a the 
formulas O'~(x~ . . . . .  x,; y, . . . . .  y,) as follows 
o~(x . . . . . .  x . ;  y . . . . . .  y . )  = ,'qO(x . . . . . .  x.) ¢~ 0(y  . . . . . .  y°):  
0 is an atomic formula of L with the (free) variables 
xl, • • •, x, a~ n'tost}, 
O~*~(x. y)  = Vx .... ~y,, ,  07,~(x, ::,~,; y, y..~) 
^ Vy.,.~ 3x.+~ O~+dx, x.+,;y, y~.~), 
0.( , y ) -  A O~(x,.v)for limit A. 
The following h~ve trivial proofs. 
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Lemma 2.13. For a structure rill of L, for any n < oJ, ~:~ny ordinal ct and a, b E" I~¢t 1, 
we have 
(see 2.1 for the first equivalence). 
Lemma 2.14; 9~ is a set-primitive recursive function of L, ct and n. 
Vre are now in the position of being able to prove 
Theorem 2.15. The predicate "(~b ~ A and) da is the canonical Scott sentence of 
some structure" is A on any admissible A C HC such that w ~ A, in fact, uniformly. 
Proof. Consider the the following sentence: 
~r, = A Vx , . . -x ,y , . . . y , [0~0~+' ] .  
n.c  ,, 
By 2.13 and the definition of CSS, (dQ, we have that for any .g Of L, 
Hence by 2.10 and the definition of CSS(A¢) we have that for any ~ of L, 
= CSS(A/) ¢:~ 4~ is a f.c.S.s, w:t.h rank a and 
Denote the set of 4~ E La sdch that q~ is CSS(M) for some .,t~ by CSS a. We have 
d' U CSS g ¢:> d ~ E La & d~ is a f.c.S. ~. 
& 4) ', A "-1 ~r~ is consistent 
where a' is the rank of d~. 
Assume A is admissible, A C HC, and w U A. Then by 2.14, o-~ s an A-recursive 
function of/3. Hence b~' ;LI1 and the Barwise completeness theorem, CSS A is H on 
,4 !t remains to show that CSS A is also v 
Let 4~ be an arbitrary f.c.S.s, in La and let d~' be d~ ^  A ~,.~, ~ era, a = rank of ~b. 
We claim that 
d" is consistent ¢~ there is S ~ A such that 
S is a consistency property and 
for some s E S, ~b' ~ s~ 
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From right to left, this is a consequence of the model existence theorem, 
Conversely, if 4" is consistent, hen by the above, 4) is CSS(,4Q for s~me ~ff., hence 4' 
and a fortiori &' are complete with respect o L ..... It follows that the ca,mnical 
consistency property ass~ciated with th', S(L~. oh') in the notation of Lemma 1 in 
[23] where L~ ~ A is the smallest fragment containing ~', is actually an element of 
A. This establishes the claim. 
Since the notion of a consistency property is zlo, the last equivalence, together 
with the above characterization of CSS a and 2.11, gives that C3S A is indeed .S 
on A. 
This completes the proof o~ 2A5. 
Remark 2. For the case A is locally countable, there is another proof of 2.!5 
which, though it is not really shnpler than the one given (how could it be?). follows 
perhaps more familiar lines~ We sketch this proof as follows. Firstly. there is a set 
theoretical formula, 
"4' is CSS(d0"" 
in two variables ,b and J!  expres~dng the intended meaning (i.e., (V, ~ )~"4 '  is 
CSS(dQ" ¢:> .,ff is a structure and 4' is CSS(&t)) such that "4' is CSS(3/)" is 
absolute with respect to an), two models (well-founded or not) .,V'~ and 3% of 
KP + Axiom of Infinity with .~'½ end extending ..V~. Consider the following A -finite 
theory T, associated recursively with the sentence 4~ ia A (M is a new constant, 
L(4Q is the set of non-logical sym.,ols in 40: 
KP t 
a ¢ b a /b ,  a, b ~ {4', L(4')} U TC(4') 
Vx[x ~a~V{x = e: c~ a}] 
"M is a structure of L(a',), ]MI = w", 
"4, is css(M)". 
Then we have that for 4' E A, 
4' ~ CSS a ¢* T. is consistent. 
It tollows that CSS a is H on A~ On the other hand, in case A is locally countable, 
4' ~. CSS'* ¢:> (A, E [A)~,- B~/1" 4' is CSS(d4)". 
From left to right, one uses, as in the above proof, that the canonica! consistepcy 
property associated with 4' is an element of A and that the model existence 
theorem is true within the localb, countable A. Thus, if 4' = CSS(,,/¢') and 4' ~ A, 
then there is ,.¢1 E A such that ,~ t ~ 4'; but tl-en ~ ~=~,,,.-¢t' and hence 4' = CSS(A¢). 
Can this last proof be lifted to the general case? Even if the answer is "yes", the 
"formal" noti,ms introduced above seem Io be of some interest. 
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3. Canonical Scott sentences of models in scattered cla¢, :s 
As the iSrst application, we will give a proof of a theorem of G. Sacks, Theorem 
3.3 (private communication without proof, it will appear  in [25]L Although the 
theorem does not mention Scott sentences, our proof will use them. 
Definition 3.1. (G. Sacks). Let A be an admissible set, ,,~ a structure. We say that 
dl has enough A-finite automorphisms if for any two finite sequences a = 
(a, . . . . .  a,) and b = (b . . . . . .  b,) of elements of !,It I, if M has an automorphis m 
carrying a into b, then .,ff has an A-finite automorphism carrying a into 3. 
Example 3.2. Suppose that J t  ~ A_  HC, and ,~ has only countably many au- 
tomorphisms. Then, by an easy application of 1.2o every aulomorphism of d¢ is 
A-finite, hence a for ]ori ,,¢~ has enough A-finite automorphisms. 
Also, obviously every rigid structure ,~l( in A satisfies 3,l. 
Assume throughout this section that A is a countable admissible set, to E A, L' is 
a langtmge A-definable on A, L C L' and L is A-finite. 
Theorem 3.3 (G. Sacks). Suppose that A is locally countable, Suppose that v is a 
~;,-definable thegry in L '~, Let K be deji~ted by the ~'~ sentence ::1(1) - L) A ~S. Suppose 
that 
(i) K tins < 2" isomorphism types of countable member~, and 
(ii) each ,,¢,~ E K with I.,4~ i = a~ has enough B-finite automorphisms where ~ is the 
smallest admissible set such that ,,~ ~ B and A C B. 
771en every countable model in K has an isomorphic opy in A, 
Before turning to the proof, we mention an equivalent way of expressing 
Definition 3.1, due to Nadel [22], Theorem 3.4 (cf. also [21]). 
Lemma 3.4, For ,,ff ~ A and 1,,¢1[ countable in the sense of A,  dt has enough 
A-finite automorphisms if <nd only if CSS(dO Ei A (the 'only if' direction does not 
need tile assumption that IJf, I is coumable within A ). 
Example 3.5. Together with another esult of Nadel's [22], Theorem 4,9 (cf, also 
[21]), this gives furtL er examples atisfying 3.1: every scattered linear ordering (one 
that does not have a dense subordering) in A has its CSS in A, 
Proof of 3.3. We will prove ~hat under the hypotheses (*) 
CSS(K) =,t~{CSS(M) : d~ E K} is a subset of an A-finite set, This will not require 
the hypothesis that A is locally countable. With this additional hypothesis, the 
conclusion follows from (*) by the argument used at the end of Remark 2 in Section 
2. The proof of (*) consists in a direct application of the main Lemma 1,4, Consider 
the following theory T' in the language of set theory augmented with constants a
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for elements a of A, two new constants M and c, and further ne:w constants R for 
R E L'-, L: 
ZF, 
diag(A), 
"M is an L-structure with !MI = ~o", 
"M, augmented with the ~ew relations R such that/1 occurs in 4', satisfies ~b" 
(for every 4~ ~ T'), 
"c is CSS(M)". 
Here "c is CSS(M)" is ~. formula with properties described in Remark 2 in 
Section 2. It can be taken, for example, to be a formalization of 
"c is a f.c.S.s, with rank t~ and d~ 1 = c ,~ A -n cry", 
cf. Section 2. 
Clearly, T' satisfies the (meager) assumptions made prior to 1,4. Let ~,~ be a 
normal model of "I'. Let 3~ = M'". Since A'=d~WF(~.V) is an admissitqe set 
containing di and extending A (cf. e.g. [2]), by assumption (ii) of the theorem 
together with 3,4 we have that CSS(d~) @ A'.  Since ZFi= "there is at most one CSS 
of any structure", using also the properties of the formula "c is CSS(M)" we infer 
that c ~'= CSS(d{). This shows that (i) in 1.4 is satisfied and also that tr(T')C 
CSS(K) =d.,{CSS(dt~) :,.g ~ K}. The converse of the last conclusion is easily seen. 
Hence CSS(K) = tr(l'), thus by assumption (i), tr(T) is scattered. The conclusion of 
1.4 is that CSS(K) is a subset of an A-finite set, Q.E.D. 
Remark i. Notice that Theorem 3.3 is a genera!ization of the "admissible" vc,'sion 
of the well-known theorem on non-characterisab~lity of well-order. Notice also that 
by the first part of the proof of 1.4 giving that the ranks of members of tr(T) are 
bounded by some ordinal it~ A, if we delete hypothesis (i) from 3.3, we can still infer 
that the Scott height of .~ E K (the ordinal ~ such that CSS(.//) = CSS, (~4~)) is 
bounded by some ordinai in A. An essentially equivalent result was obtained 
independently of G. Sacks ~od by a different method in [7]. Notice that by Example 
3.5 this result generalizes the version of non-characterisability of well-order which 
mentions a copy of the rationals (Theorem I2 in [10]). 
Remark 2. If we replace hypothesis (ii} by "every countable d [E  K has only 
countably many automorphisms", then we can delete the hypothesis that A is 
locally countable. Namely, first of all, if the countable model d~ is rigid, then .~t ha~, 
an isomorphic opy which is in the smallest admissible set A containing CSS(.4/), 
regardless if CSS(,~) is countable in the sense of A. This holds essentially because 
the canonical ~-types (with a the Scott height of ~¢~) of distinct elements of. A{ are 
distinct in this case and thus the universe of the copy of ~,~ can be taken as the set of 
canonical a, 1-types appearing in CSS(,~)~ The relations between the elements of 
this universe can be easily recovered so that a - *  (~bT)" will become an isomo~-- 
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phism of ,~ onto some ,¢¢'6A, Once we know this, then we have the same 
conclusion under the weaker condition that A has only countably many au- 
tomorphisms, by using a result of Kueker's [11]. Hence the statement (*) in the 
proof of 3.3 implies what we want. 
In the next Theorem 3.8 we want to draw weaker but related conclusions from 
weaker hypotheses. 
Recall the notion of an A-scattered (scattered) class K of models, Definition 2.6. 
We will state a theorem, Theorem 3.20 below, which is a refinement of M. Morley's 
following theorem: 
Theorem 3...5. ([20]). I f  K is a scattered PC~o class (one defined by a v] sentence 
over L~)  (in particular, if K has < 2 ~ non. isomorphic ountable models), then K 
has at most Mt non-isomo~hic countable members. 
Before that we wili work with the weaker hypothesis of A-scatteredness for a 
fixed A. 
Notation 3.7. For a structure ,#,, an ordinal at and a natural number n, p,,, (,~) will 
denote the set of all canonical a~, n-types realized in d/, 
po,. (~a) = ((,p : )"  : a ~"  t ,a  I}. 
Also, 
P,,(-~)= U Oo,.(.a), 
r t<o ,  
p.o(~a)--- U p~¢a), 
lt<o~ 
po (K)  = U ~..(..a.), 
V<o (K) = U v, (x).  
Also, recall the "~-notadon" introduced before 2,3 and the definition of the 
set-primitive recursive function [ in 2.5. 
Theorem 3.8. Rece'! that L~A,  Assume thai K is the class defined by 
3(L ' -L )  A v, with 2 a X-definable theory in L.'~. Suppose that K is A-scattereJ, 
Then [or each a < o(A ), p<.,(K) is a subset of an Az~nite set. In particular, the 
canonical a-types realized in models in K are all A -~nite, for all a < o(A ). 
Proof. We will represent ~<, (K) as tr(T) for a suitable T. T is defined as the 
collection of the foUowing axioms: 
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KP, 
diag~(A ), 
"M is an L-structure, {M ! - ~o", 
"a is a finite sequence of elements of IMI",  
" f(c)  is (4~) ~ f,,r sotne t3 < sx.", 
"MEK"  
(the last part is expressed more precisely in the proof of 3.3). Now we have 
tr0')  = .~.,, (K) and that r (c" )< a, hence c": ~ WF(A:'), for .~,~ I = T. By 2.7, tr(T) is 
A-scattered. Hence by 1.4, .~.~,(K) is a subset of an A-finite set. Applying the 
set-primitive recursive function f (hence f fA  is A-recursive), f* (¢<,(K))= 
p<,, (K) and we obtain the desired conclusion. Q.E.D. 
We introduce some further notation. 
Notation 3.9. 
CSS~"(K)=~,{~: ~b = CSS(dQ= CSS~(.a) fo~" some J /~K,  /3<a} 
i.e., CSS~"(K) is the set of canonical Scott sentences ,~f models in K with Scott 
height < . .  
Theorem 3.10. Under the hypotheses of 3.8, we hac~e tilat both ~'<~(K) and 
CSS<'(K) are subsets of A.finite sets, fo~" ~tl a < o(A ). 
Proof, (a) Fix some c~ < o (A). Take some, a ~ A such that p<~ (K) C a (by 3.8). By 
using 2.4 and ~ separation, also make sure that every element of a is a f.c./3 ~type 
for some /3 < a. Then we can write 
x ~ r<,, (K) Ca, x C a and there is J£ ~ K such that for all 4' ~ a, 4' 
is realized (i.e. 3x~-. .  x,& is true if q~ is an n-type) in Jtl itt ~ ~ x. 
This shows that r.,, (K) is a El subset t,f a retati~e to A, in ',:he terminology 
introduced before 1.2. Using the map x ~ ~ defined by 
= {Bx~"" x.ch: 4~ G. :~, d~ is an n-type, n < oJ} 
U{~3x~. . .x .d~:  ~b~a-x ,  ~b isan n-type, n<oJ}  
and using 2,3 we see that (i) x ~ r<,, (K) implies that for some .,¢/E K, each element 
of .~ is true in .R and (ii) for different x~, x~ C a, 2~ and .~.. are contradictory. Hence, 
from the A-seatteredness of /( it fo!lows that ~'<,,(K) has power <2"o. The 
conclusion for ¢<,, (K) follows fl'om 1.2. 
(b) The conclusion for CSS <" (K) fol|ows from (a) after a little bit of nasty work. 
What we show is that once we know that the Scott height of ~g is < a, CSS(~,¢g) 
can be recursiVely obtained from p,,, (rig). For every f.c./3 + 1, n-type qt there is at 
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least one f.c./3, n-type 4, such that t = ~--~ 4,; in case ~ is consistent, i.e. d, = (4,~÷~)'" 
for some .~ and a, ~b is unique and ~ = (4,~"~ (see 2.3); in case t~ is inconsistent. 
every 4' works. Hence, by using V-collection, we obtain that 
(A, E IA ) I~Va 3b [VB Vn V0["V~ is a f,c~/3 + 1, n-type "~--~ 
(:t4~ ~ b)(Bd ~ b)["4, is a f.c. t8, n-type and 
d is a derivation of ~ ~ 4,"]]. 
For fixed a, and some b obtained from the last fact~ consider the function g ~ A 
such that dom g = a and for ~ ~ a, 
g(qJ) = ~ if t~ is ~ f.c./3 + 1, n-type for some ~3 and n and 
~b is the unique f,c. /3, n-type such that 
3d ~ b[d is a derivation of Ik--~ 4,1, 
g(O) = 0 otherwise. 
Now let o. be a limit ordinal and let a be an A-finite set including p<~ (K), r<,, (K) 
as subsets. Let b and g be defined as above for a. Clearly, every element x of 
~-<, (K) is a subset of p<, (K), hence a subset of a too. Now, let c be the set of all 
syntactical objects of the form 
4,0 A A{O/)[g(,/ ')~ ¢'1: ¢, ~ x n a n FC~.,} 
for some x E a, ~oE x and 13 < a ; here FC~ :~enotes t:,e class of f.c. 13 + l-types 
and (V) signifies universal closure. Inspection of our procedure reveals that 
CSS ''~ (K) C c. Also, clearly c ~ A. 
Remark 3. Under the stronger hypothesis that K has < 2 "~ non-isomorphic 
countable members, 3.10 has a, by now, straightforward proof using 1.4. 
Remark 4. In Sacks' theorem 3.3, we can replace condition (i) by the apparently 
weaker one that K is A -scattered, This is a consequence of 3, I0 and of the fact that 
using (ii) alone, we obtai~ that CSS(K)=CSS<~'(K) for some a~A (see 
Remark 1), 
To draw conclusions from 3.10, we state two Lemmas not mentioning admissible 
sets. Recall the notion of prime model from [101. 
Lemma 3.11. Let the theory TC La be scattered with respect o the fragment La, i.e., 
S,L~(Mod T) countable for each n < o~. Then each I ~-complete extension of T has a 
prime model. 
Proof, (CL Corollary C, p. 64 in [10].) 
The following simple but important observation was made by Nadel in [22] in the 
c6urse of the proof of his theorem stated as Corollary 3.14 below. 
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Lemma 3.12. ([22]). I f  ~l~ is the prime model of some complete theory in the countable 
fragment Lm then J(~ has Scott height ~ sup {quantifier ank (~tj): d' E LB}. 
The proof uses 2.1. 
By combining 3.1 t, 3.I2 and 3A0. we immediately obtain 
Corollary 3,13. For an A-finite fragment L~ and a theory T in Ls, ~-definable on 
A, if K =d~ModT is A-scattered and non-empty, then it has a member with 
canonical Scott sentence i~l A. I~loreover, the rank of this canonical Scott sentence is 
bounded as in 3.12. 
In turn, 3,13 immediately implies 
Corollary 3.14. (Nadel's Theorem 5.1, [22]). Suppose that the sentence rk ~ A is 
i,i~rcategorical. Then the canonical Scott sentence of the (countable) model of tO is an 
element of A and has rank ~ (the quantifier ank of to)+ to. 
Conversely, using the methods of [23], 3.13 can be derived from 3.14, in fact. with 
the slightly weaker hypothesis that T is scattered with respect o LB. 
Let us denote the set {CSS(.~) C A : ..tt any structure} by CSS A. The following 
was obtained in [23] as part of Theorem 6 for locally countable A. Using 3.14, it 
could be proved in full by the methc, ds of [23]. 
Corollary 3,15. A sentence tO ~ LA (or a l;,-definable theory tO in an A-finite 
fragment) has exactly n non-isomorphic ountable models (n is a fixed natural 
number) (f attd only if ~ tO ~ V ,<. &, for w distinct tO~ ~ CSS A. In fact, the ranks of 
the ~b~ can bc bounded by a + to: where a is the quantifier ank of tO. 
The proof is an obvious inductitm based on 3.13. 
Recall that CSS ~ is ',.4 on A(2.15). Hence 3.15 can be considered as a "syntactic 
characterizatior: result", In particular, 
Corollary 3,16, to t  a fixed n, the predicate for tO ~ L.~ : "tO has exactly n countable 
models" is E on A, in fact uniformly for all admissible A C_ HC with to ~ A. 
Similarly, "to has at most n cotmtable models", "'¢b has finitely many countable 
models" are E on A. 
Using 2.15 we can strengthen 3.10 for the special case K = Mod(to) with a single 
sentence to ~ La as follows. 
Corollary 3.17, For K = Mod(to) with to E LA, if K is A-scattered, then 
CSS'~' (K)~ A for an), a < o(A), and CSS<'~'~(K) is & on A. 
Also, p,~,,(K)E A and 1"~,, (K )~ A for a < o(A ). 
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Proof. tr E CSS<°(A)(K) iff tr ~ CSS A and ~r ~- q~ 
iff tr ~ CSS '~ and tr F -14', 
whici~ shows the second assertion. From this and 3.10 t he tirst assert ion follows, The 
proof of the rest use:~ 3.13. 
Corollary 3.18, ~:or g as in 3.17, the LA.theory of K is A~decidable (A on A )~ 
Proof. We have to show that for an LA sentence to be consistent with ~b is a 
condition that is ]~ on A. But if ~b is consistent with 4~, then ~b ^  0 is a consistent 
A-scattered theory., hence by 3.13 it has a model with canonical Scott sentence in 
A, Hence ~ isconsi:~tent with d~ iff (3or E CSSA)(a 1- ~, ^  ~b). By 2.15, the asse: ~on 
follows. 
Remark 5. Given an l%-categorical ,~ 6 LA, Nadel's procf of 3.14 gives a CSS in A 
equivalent to d' in a ~zcursive way'. It follows from 3.1'4 and 2.i5 that, in fact, there 
is a partial recursive function on A whose domain is precisely the set of 
Me-categorical sentences in A, and whose value at d,, if defined, is a CSS equivalent 
to ,b. 
Remark 6. There is another proof of 2.14, which is based on Theorem 1.3, Chapter 
IV in [2]. According to this theorem, if A is of the form 5f~ [a], if T is a ~-definabte 
consistent theoD" in L,~ with a language L containing ~ such that the axiom of 
extensionality is in T and if a fixed standard set x occurs as an element of the 
standard part WF(dO of every normal .1/I= T, then x ~ A. 
To apply this theorem for proving 3.18, we first note that we may assume that A 
is of the special form assumed here. Let d~ ~ A be l~l,~-categorical. Consider T 
defined as follows: 
KP, 
diag(A ), 
"M is an L-str~ cture, t MI C oJ", 
"M~ ,b" 
Let ~t ~ ~. By 3.11 m~,d 3.12, CSS(dQ has rank < o(A). It follows from this and the 
recursive nature of ~t~e definition of CSS(dt) that for every model .~ of T, the 
construction of CSS(M ¢~') takes place entirely in WF(~'), i.e. CSS(M x) E WF(..~'). 
But of course, CSS(M -'~) --- CSS(~)a~ = x for the fixed ~/4. Now the assertion follows 
from Barwise's theorem. 
Remark 7. We make some comments on Theorem 6 in [23]. Let L~ be an A-finite 
fragment and T a ~-definab!e A-scattered theoD" in La. Nadel defines I~. as the set 
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of canonical Scott sentences in A which have models in A itself. Then t'e shows 
that for (i) locally countable A and (ii) for A-finite T, 
(*) Fr G A implies I-T~-~, V F~., 
(**) 17~. ~ A implies )~ T ~.~ V t~t~. 
First of all, for locally countable A, Fr equals to CSS'~(T)=a,{CSS(d~): .a ~ T, 
CSS(,a) ~S A }. (Of course, our main contribution in this respect is that CSS A (T) = 
CSS'~"~A~(T).) Now, assuming (ii) (but not necessarily (1)), by 3.13 we have: 
(*)' CSS A (T) E A impli~s I- T o V CSS A (T), generalizing (*). But more is true, 
namely even witheut (i) or (ii) or both, we have that 
("0" CS-qA(T) is a subset of on A-finite set implies that t -T,~ V CSSA(T). 
To see this, let the A-finite set in question be ~. We can assume (by 2.15) that 
ff~ C CSS ~. Let (-~)ff~ be {-~ or: cr E q~}. If the conclusiou of (*)" fails then clearly 
TU( ' -Qq~ is consistent. But by applying 3.13, we obtain that TL I (~)*  has a 
model with CSS in A, contradicting CSS'*(T)C ff~. 
Furning to (**), assuming (ii) we have by 3.17 (or 2.15) that CSSA(T) is a subset 
of some A-finite set iff it is A-finite. Alsc, we can prove the followit~g ene;aliza 
tion of (**): 
(**)' For any A-scattered K defined by 3 (L ' -  L) A ~v, with ~ a X definable 
theory in L~, if CSS'~(K) is not a subset of any A-finite set, then K has a member 
with canonical Scott sentence not in A. The proof is obtained by m2ting that 3.10 
implies that under the hypothesis, the theory 
v v {~ro :  ,x < o(A)} 
is A-finitely consistent (for the fro, see the proof of 2.15). Hence, the assertion 
fottows frora the Barwise compactness theorem (and the meaning of the a~), 
Finally, we restate 3.t0 to formulate our refinement of Morley's theorem 3.6. 
Definition 3o19. For any sets a and b, we say that b is strongly constructible in a if b 
belongs to the smallest admissible set containing a and the set-theoretic rank of 
b, r(b), as elements, (Clearly, "strongly constructible in" is stronger than "construc- 
tible in".) 
Theorettl 3.20. For any ~ sentence tr = 3R 4, over L ..... if the class K defined by tr 
is ~*[o'].scattered {in the sense of Definition 2.6; .~*[o-] is the class of sets strongly 
constructible in tr), then the ccmonical Scott sentence of ever), model in K is strongly 
constructibfe in or. 
Proof. The assertion for countable models follows immediately from 3,10. The 
assertion in general follows by an easy application of Levy's absoluteness theorem: 
(HC, (~ | HC) is an elementary substructure of (~  E ) with respect o v formulas of 
set ,~hcory, 
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Remark 8. The scatteredness of a class K in Morley's sense, with K defined by a 
2f~ sentence ¢r over L,~,~, can be expressed equivalentlv by saying that the structure 
(TC(<r) U oJ, e r TC(o') O co) satisfies a certain H~ second order sentence. It follows 
from Shoenfieid's absoluteness theorem that being scattered is absolute with 
respect o suitable, e.g, ordinar 3 Boole~ n, extensions. It can easily be derived from 
this and Morley's theorem 3.D that K as above is scattered iff m all Boolean 
extensions V' of the universe, K has at most t¢~ non-isomorphic ountabie 
members, and also, iff the~'e is zuch V' such that K has < 2 '% countable members 
in V'. 
Finally, on open probleras, we have to say that there are altogether too many of 
them, Of course, the main one is Vaught's conjecture: If the class defined by a 
sentence in L,~, is scattered, it has only countably many countable members. 
4. Constructing m,~dels of power N~ 
In this section we will apply 3.8 in conjunction with some recent work of J.-P, 
Ressayre's [24] to prove the existence of certain models of power t¢~. The main role 
in these proofs is played by Ressayre's work; our 3.8 will enter only at a single 
point; viz. in Lemma 4.3. 
We will quote as much as we need from Ressayre's very important paper [24]. 
We will consider countable admissible sets A containing co as an element, which 
have the form 5f. [a]. For an arbitrary b ~ HC, and A = ~,  [a] we write A [b] for 
~ [(a, b)]. We note that A [b] is admissible iff there is an admissible B D A such 
that o(B)= o(A)  and b E B. 
Definition 4.1. (Ressayre [24]). Le~ A be as above, ~o ~ A, L a language, L ~ A. 
We call an L-structure d~ LA-saturated it there is an isomorphic opy .gC of ~a such 
that I d~'[ = w and A [ad'] is admissible~ 
Remark 1. Ressayre ai,o gives an equivalent definition, i~ fact for arbitrary 
countable admissible A that indeed justifies the name for the notion. 
Lemma 4.2. (Kessayre [24]). (i) The union of a countable LA-elementary chain of 
LA-saturated models is again LA-saturated. 
(ii) Let's call ," model At LA-extendible (or simply, extendible) if it is LA 
saturated and there is an LA-saturated~V sach that d~ ~L~.3¢'. I ra ]f,-theory T in L .  
has a pair of models ~0 ~L.,Xo, then it has an extendible model. 
(iii) Any La-saturated model which is LA-equivalent o an extendible model is 
itself extendible. As  a consequence, 
(iv) For any extendible tit, there is an LA-elementary ~:ha:.,, (5C: a < col) of 
extendible models .~1~ ~;~ that dlo=d~, d~ ~L,~+t  and ~ = U~<x~+l  
(a, A < oJ~). We call (d~ : a < co~) a chain associated with all. 
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Remark 2. (ii) and (iii) are derived in [24] from much more general results. The 
lemma constitutes the outline of Ressayre's proof of a theorem originally proved by 
J. Gregory [6]: if T is as in (ii). T has an uncountable model. 
Recall the notion of an L.~ -homogeneous model, called (¢o, LA )-homogeneous in 
[10], A countable model d( i.~ L~-homogeneous if for may n < to and any n-tuples a 
and b of elements of [d~.l, if Gdt, a)-=-=L,, (~¢L b), then (~ff, a) and (~,b)  are 
isomorphic. The following Lemma 4.3 contains our application of 3.8. 
In the Lemma and elsewhere in this section we will refer to PC,, classes meaning 
a class K defined by : : i (L ' -L)  A T for some L,~ theory T X-definable on A, with 
some A-finite L. 
Lemma 4.3. Let the LA-sate, rated model .~R belong to some A-scattered PCA-class. 
Then ~;¢t is LA-homogeneous. 
ProM. Let $~(x)be  the canonical o~-type of a ~2°'],~1 in J(. Recall Nadel's 
theorem (Theorem 1.3 in [22], cf. also [21]): if o4¢ E B, B is admissi~le and 
JR~ ~m[b] ,  then (~ff~a)~(JR, b). Now we have an admissible B such that 
o (B)= o(A),,~= c~,, and dt ~ B. Also, since ,4t is a member of an A-scattered 
PCA-class, by 3.8 we have that each $~,'(a ~ I JC(, !, a < oto) is a formula of the 
fragment LA. Notice that ~b~ B~ is the conjunction of all ,;b, ~for a < c~0. Hence, if 
(~f{, a)--=LA (.eL b) then .,¢l ~ &~m[b]. By Nadel's theorem, the desired conclusion 
follows. 
Remark 3. We want to point out that the application of 3.8 in the above proof is 
not redundant, i.e, that not all LA-saturated models are LA-homogeneous, 
Consider the language L consisting of the ~,inary retadon symbols R,, n < co. It is 
straightforward to construct an L-model ,,R of power 2 (2'~'~ such that for any B C °'2 
there is as (E l J i  I such that 
{fE '"2:  ~bVn[ f (n )= 1 ~ ~.¢~ R~a~,b]}= B. 
It follows that for 
or(u, t')=,tfVx 3y A [R. ux ~--~ R, vv] 
^Vy 3x A [R,,ux <-~R.t~y] 
we have that 
.4t 1= or[a., as,] implies that B = B'. 
Since 2", < 2 (-'°), there are B # B '  such that aB and a~,, have the same LA -types in .IL 
We have shown that the following A-recursive theory 
{,/,(c) ¢~ 4,(d): ,/,(x) E L,,} U ( ~ or(c, d)} 
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(with two distinct new constants c, d) is consistent. By the general existence 
theorem for L~-saturated models (cf. [24], and in a disguised form in [5]), this 
theory has an L~-saturated model (d~, ¢, d). But ,hen J /  is La-saturated and it 
cannot be La-homogeneous. 
Lemma 4.,1, Let ~ be an extendible model and ( ,~  : a < ~o~) a~; associatea chain as 
in 4.2(iv), Let K be a PCa-c:!ass which is scattered with respect to La (i.e., S~,(if) is 
coumable for each n < ~o). Assume that each d~,(a < ~o~) belongs to K. Let 
= CI . . . .  d~o. Then there is a < ~o~ such tlmt 
Proof. Let S, be the set of all LA -types realized Fy finite tuples of elements in .~,. 
Then S,, C SO for ot ~<13 < ~o~ and each S~ is a subset of the countable set 
S = U S~A(K). Hence there is o~ < o~ such t!~at So = S,, for/3 >~ t~. We claim 
that d~ -=-~AC In fac~, the relation a ~ b defined for a E '° I,,/~,, I, b ~'~ [.~"1 by 
a ~ b ¢.~, ~t (.A4~, a)-------LA (2¢, b) 
has the back-and-forth property (cf. e.g. [1]). To show this, assume that a ~ b and 
let b be an arbitrary element of 1~,~'1. Then b E l.,t~ t for some/3/> o~. From So = S, 
it follows that there is a finite tuple c nc in Idt~l such that 
(~o, c, c) ----,.~ (Jt~, t,, b) -~.  (.,~'. b, b). 
In particular, 
(~,  o) ---~ (~,  c). 
Since K is scattered with respect o La, it is afortiori A-scattered. By 4.3, d£, is 
LA-homogeneous. Hence there is c~ ~- i.,tt~ ! such that 
(~ ,  a, a)  ~t  ~ (dl~,c,c). 
It follows that 
a~a ~ bnb 
as desired. The duai back-and-forth condition is shown similarly (and more simply). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Theore~a 4.5. e~,~.y co~oaerexample to VaughFs conjecture has a countable model 
which is ~,~ equivalent o an uncountable model. More precisely, if T is a 
~-definabIe :t~eo~y on A, L E A, T C La, T is sct:ttered with respect to L.~, e.nd it has 
some moae! ~ "vith Scott height >o(A) ,  then it has models .t~ and J¢ such that 
II.at[ = N,., [l~'/i; '= t~, :he Scott height of d~ is ~ o(A ) and dl ~ , ,N .  
ProoL Consider an), La-complete xtension "!" of T. The prime model of T' has 
Scott height ~ o(A) (cf. 3.12). H~nce by the ~,ssumption, there is a completion T' 
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which is not ~0-categorical. If A~ is the prime model of T' and/¢~ is an} other model 
of T', then .,% is L.~-elementarily embeddable into ~'~, i.e., we can assume that 
~% <L.,~'t. Nt can be taken non-isomorphic to ~V,,, hence No ~x~.N'~. Now we apply 
4.2(ii) and (iv). We have an extendible model ,~,, of T with an associated chain 
(,,¢~,, : ~ < coO. Let N = U ....... Jl~,~. All ,,¢t~ belong to Mod(T), a class scattered with 
re,,;pect o L~. Hence by 4.4 there is ~ < ~ such that ,t{ =af 3/,, -~,,oJL Since .,fL, is 
LA-saturared, an isomorphic copy of it belongs to an admissible set B with 
o(B) = o(A),  hence by the theorem of Nadel !122] quoted in ti~e proof ot 4.3, the 
Scott height of J t  is ~< o(A). Q.E.D. 
Remark 3. Although we gave the definition of A-saturatedness only fo,," certain 
special A, Ressayre's original definition and all the proofs above worx for an 
arbitrary countable admiss;ble A, 
Remark 4. Theorems 4.5 and 3.3 have a common but still significant special case. 
This is the case of a class K = Mod(T) with a X-theory T such that K has < 2 '` 0 
countable models and each countable model in K has only count~iqy many 
automorphisms. By "Kueker's Corollary" (eL [11]), no countable model i~ ,'< can 
have an uncountable ~, co-equivalent. Hence, by 4.5 we obtain that T sati;J ?s 
Vaught's conjecture. We don't know if every absolutely characterizable countable 
.,(~ (i.e., such that there is no uncountable J~(~=,oJft) ~s also invariantly character- 
izabte (cf. [21], i.e. CSS(/Q E d~+). If the answer is "yes", then 4.5 is a consequence 
of 3.3. 
Remark 5. Theorem 4.5 says in particular that a counterexample to Vaught~s 
conjecture has models of power N, and in fact, tile proof shows that it has at least t,t 
o~es. Professor L. Harrington re,:ently showed us how to prove *,hat in fact there 
axle ~t2 non-isomorphic models of power ~t~ for such theories. 1-Iis proof gives mode!s 
that are not ~,o~-equivalent to countable ones. Independently of this, with V. 
Harnik we have found another result (cf. [8]) that has the corollary that a 
counterexample has at least one uncountable model that ::s not co, o~-equ!valent to
any countable model. 
For the purposes of our last result we need the following 
Lemma 4.6. Let A = a *= ,Sf,,,~, [a] be the next admissible set to a, a ~ HC, L~ A. 
Then the class of LA-saturated models of type L and tl:e class of extendible models of 
type L are both PC.,, classes of coulztable models (i.e, O~ey coincide with the class of 
the countable models in a PCa class). 
Proof. We consider onb, infinite models, Consider the following theory in an 
extended language of set-theory. 
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KP, 
diag(A ), 
"M is an L structure, t MI = ~".  
~ ~ord)"~, .  [a] is not a model of KP", 
For any normal .S't-T, d~, =arM" is an actual L,strueture. We claim that a 
countable L-structure ~¢t is LA-saturated if[ it is isomorphic to M :'~ for some W 1 ~ T. 
If d/ is A-saturated, we can take an isomorphic opy ~ '  with t,,~'l = ~o and the 
admissible set A [Jt'] such t~at .,~ = (A [~tt'], ~_ r A [J/ '], c, Jt '),~a I= T (note that 
A = a+!) and J / '  = M ~'°. Conversely, if .A r ~ T, then the standard part of Y, WF(N), 
is an admissible set, b~ the last sentence in T it does not contain more ordinals than 
A, and d~' =arm ~" ~ WF(.V). It follows that all' and any .~ isomorphic to J r '  are 
A-saturated, she ~i~g the claim. 
Ccnsider the tollewing theory T' in a langage L' D L: 
T, 
"F  is an isomorphism of the L-reduct of the mode~ to M".  
Then T' is ,.I-definable on A and 3(L ' - L )  A T' defines the class of A-saturated 
models. 
Let us duplicate very element R of L to R Let L = {R: R E L} and let ¢h denote 
the result of replacing each R E L by R. Consider the theory T" in language L", 
defined as follows: 
W ~ , 
T' [which is the theory ensuring that the L-reduct 
of the model is La-saturated] 
"G is a 1-1 function with a range which is a proper 
subset of the universe", 
Vx~. . .x ,  [4~(x . . . . . .  x , )  ¢:~ th(Gx . . . . . .  Gx,)] tot each ,'b E La. 
Then T" is A-definable on A and 3(L" -  L) A T" defines the class of extendible 
models. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 4.7. Let (r be a Z { sentence over L ..... and assume that cr has at least one, 
but less than 2",, no~,-isomorphic models" of power 1~. Then cr has models dt and N 
such that it.'~il = No, li•Ii-- N, and ..~¢. ~-=~o~,E Moreover, dt can be chosen so that 
I J~ I = to and oJ~ ''~> = oJ7 (and a fortiori, the Scott height of  dt is <~ to'~'). 
Proof. Recall Keisler's following theorem ([10], Theorem 45): If tr has an 
uncountable model which realizes uncountably many types over a countable 
fragment of Lo,;,o, then cr has 2", non-isomorphic models of power X~. It follows that 
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ever), model of ~r of power N~ realizes only countably many LA-types for any 
countable fragment La. 
Now let or = 3~b' ,  ~b' ~ L',~, A = cr +, let K be the class of L~-extendible models 
of d~' and let K = K'  f L. By 4.2(iv), every .4~' ~ K '  can be L_~-elementarily extended 
to a model of d>' of power ~a. Hence every. type in S = U ,<~S~(K)  is realized in 
some rr:odel of ~r of power i~. Since there are < 2 ~,, such models and each realizes 
only countably many La-types, we have that ]S ]<2 ~,~. In other words, K is 
scattered with r-~.~pect to L,~. 
By 4.6, K '  and ~lence K too. are PCa-classes. By 4.2(~i) and the fact that d~' has at 
least one uncour table model, it is easy to see that K is non-empty. Take any 
J4~ K'  and by 4.2(iv), some chain (tiC: a < o~) associated with JR~. Let d~, = 
,tCIL.  Then the chain (d~,: a < to~) is associated with dt~, in the sense of 4.2(iv). 
Since K is an A-,~cattered PC., class, by 4.4 fel some ce,&t =d~.~Ct~ and 
oV =~t U~ ..... ~tf~ will satisfy the theorem, since ,>; = ~v'r L where ~ '  = U~ ... ~.  
The following is a special case of 4.7. 
Corollary 4.8. I f  the 2 ~ sentence tr is l~t~-categorical, then the model of ~r hat, ing 
power i~I~ is oo ~o-equivatent to a countabh, model .,¢l., ~¢~ can be found such that 
Remark 6, In [19], a theorem of S. Shelalr~'s i announced that draws a stronger 
conclusion (without he last sentence of 4.8) from tbe assumption that o" ~_ L ...... o" is 
l~t~-categorical and ha~ arbitrarily large models. If in 4.8 we assume that cr has 
arbitrarily large models, then the conclusion of 4.8 without he last sentence follows 
from Lemma E, p. 97, in [10]. 
Added September 8, 1975 
In [27], Shelah proves 4.7 and 4.8, actually in a stronger form: in 4.7, he needs 
only 2 ", in place of 2 ~°. Most importantly, he completely avoids any tool like our 
Main Lemma. Although he does not talk about admissible sets, the addifior~al 
information in 4..7 and 4.8 can be recovered easily from his work. The only 
information we could find in our treatment that perhaps does not come out of his 
proof is that, in 4.8, any L,~-elementary embedding of dt into ~r, an uncoun~:~ble 
model of or, is actually L~,,-eh~mentary, Although [27] was written after the pre,,.ent 
paper, Professor Shelah informs me .'.hat ~he theorem in question had been known 
to him before t knew it. 
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